Judges Comments

Your intonation was great! Sometimes “r” sounds are not good but good job! You had a good
volume and was easy to listen to. You looked conﬁdent, great job! You did well with
memorization and your story was interesting! Thank you!
Your voice was clear, good job! Very good speech, keep doing your best!
Good intonation and your pronunciation was really easy to listen to, I like your way of speaking!
Your volume was loud enough so it was easy to understand. Your gestures were good even
though sometimes you forget. But donʼ t worry we understood what you said. Thank you! Your
story was splendid!
Well organized story! Good job!
Good Expressions and beautiful pronunciation with the “r” and “f” sounds. Your volume was good
but add more facial expressions and you would have been perfect. You could do a better job with
memorizing your story but it was very well done.
You had good emphasis and your volume was loud enough to make it easy to listen to your
speech. You had good gestures and your story was very well structure and talked about important
topics.

Judges Comments

Excellent eye contact! Your speech content was good, keep doing your best!
Your volume was a little bit too low and soft.
You had good pronunciation and you did a good job with your gestures. Your overall story was
very clear!
You looked very conﬁdent, good job! Your pronunciation was good as well. You could speak
louder next time but your gestures and smiley face were awesome. You checked your paper a
little bit but with practice you could memorize the entire story. Your story was very interesting!
Next time try to speak a little slower and you will be great! You had good pronunciation and did
excellent job with your volume. Add more smiles and you will be perfect because you had nice
gestures. Great job for memorization but try to add a little introduction of yourself and you will be
great!
You had smooth and good intonation which made your speech have good linking. You could
have be louder so try to be more conﬁdent! You had great facial expressions too! Very strong
opinion and good topic to talk about.

Judges Comments

Not bad but be conﬁdent with your pronunciation and intonation. Your volume was really good.
You did very well but I wanted see your smiley face more. Your story was really interesting!
You should have a louder voice, louder is better! You had a perfect smile and gestures however.
I wanted to have more movement and facial expressions.
You had good linking words and phrases as well as good hand gestures. You had a good story
about Japan and Japanʼ s future.
Good job using the microphone for volume. Your speech was very interesting.
Judge Anita: You sounded very conﬁdent, good job! Need to practice more with the word “Japan”
and “ready” however. Good job with your volume and you had a cute smile and nice expressions.
You can do a better job with your memorization, nice try. Thank you for sharing your experiences
and thoughts! Nice try!
Try harder next time to remember your speech but good job with the content!

Judges Comments

Good use of the microphone and excellent eye contact! Your speech was very interesting.
Your intonation was amazing, wow! Your gestures was great, wow, however,sometimes too fast.
Work on the “th” sounds, but pronunciation was good though. You look very conﬁdent and your
speech was persuasive.
Your intonation was good but you could do better! Sometimes your pronunciation was not
correct but good job. Your voice was good to listen to and you looked conﬁdent and had good
eye contact. Your story was really interesting!
Try to calm down and practice more and you will do better. Good job with your volume and good
gestures and facial expressions. You had a cute smile too. Your memorization could have been
better.
Your intonation and pace was a bit too fast. You had great facial expression and good thoughts
with a good topic!
Good intonation!

Judges Comments

Good job with your gestures and excellent job at memorizing your speech. Keep doing your best!
Good intonation and nice try with your pronunciation. We need more strong voice and strong
point, you can show this too. Your speaking is great so show us your facial expressions. Next time
donʼ t show your sheet. Itʼ s really really basic Japanese problems and for our future about your
topic.
Interesting story, good job!
Your intonation was great and pronunciation wasnʼ t too bad but keep practicing. You could have
spoken louder but your movement and facial expressions were the best! Good job with
memorizing your speech and your topic was really interesting.
You had good hand gestures and memorized your speech well. Good suggestions regarding your
topic and you have very strong opinions!
You had perfect speed and the contents were easy to understand. You need more practice with
your pronunciation and be careful with the word “important.” Excellent job with your volume and
gestures; you have a charming smile! Great job memorizing your speech and great story!

